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Promotional video

We invite  to see the teaser in 
the following link

The company from Italy and Chile
introduces his aerial acrobatics show,

“La Trottola” (eng. The Spinning Top).
 

A contemporary circus show self-directed  
 that inquires the poetics within the

wonders of aerial movement., a language
developed by a couple in constant motion, 
aerial rope, dance and hairhanging are the

technique in which this story unfolds.
 

A self-directed show, which invites the viewer
to complete this story through their own

interpretation of what happens on the scene.

https://youtu.be/14b4l3Kdsjw


Two characters involved in a
timeless scene meet and find
themselves on a vertiginous
journey, a ritual to discover
inside of each one of them.
A permanent struggle to
maintain control over the
search, is drawing an adventure
without beginning or end.
Both characters face the deepest
and darkest of them, the other
will be a channel to discover, to
reflect, human nature is
exposed, fragility suspended, in
view of all.
An unforgettable trip.



Technical Rider
Title: La Trottola..

Genre: Aerial acrobatics and dance..
Acrobatic technique: Aerial rope, dance,

hairhanging..
Original idea: Jose Cerecéda ,Clara Larcher.

Direction assitance: Alain Veilleux.
 Public: for all.

Costumes: Tresde Galaz;Thiara Catalina
Photography: Gerardo Angiulli

Video: Valerie Loewensberg.
Paolo Corazza.

 

Duration: 45 min.
Setting up: 2 hours
Desmantling: 1 hour
Minimum space required: 7m Long x 7m
depth x 6m height
Audience distribution: semicircular, or frontal.
Floor required: Flat and even floor required, no
shigles.
 
 



Hoist, pulley and rope system.
Aerial rope, cotton - 2.
Swivel - 4.
8 Carabiners.
10 climbing slings.

Anchor point in height, minumum 6m,
that supports at least 1,5 ton. (for
example structural beam)
Anchor Point: an anchor point or
weight can make the aerial technique
easier for us

Lights (minimum amount)

Technical material
(company material)

Structural requirements

Space requirements

Minimum height 6 meters.
Minimum scene diameter,
6 meters.

Zenith focus
Two frontal focus .
Two back focus.

Data sheet
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Jose and Clara met in Buenos Aires in 2017.
They shared not only training rooms but also
a strong passion for aerial acrobatics and an

urge to create. He’s from Chile, he specializes in
aerial rope, silks and straps. She’s from Italy

and aerial silks, dance and rope are her
specialities. They’re both “de paso” (just

passing by) in Argentina’s capital city and
they’re always ready to take on new roads

and adventures. The Compañía Depaso project
is born and shaped from their spontaneous

purpose to express themselves through circus
arts. They are now traveling with their show

between Europe an Latin America.

the Company Depáso



Contact us

Company

clarayjosecirco@hotmail.com
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